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Design: Top opening

Centralise and level the frame between the architrave or staff bead, fix a temporary screw in each frame side in the 
middle or top of the side frames.  

Fit the lower shutters into the frame and square them up within the frame, you may need to loosen or adjust the 
screws holding the frame.  Then fit the the top set of shutters into the frame, adjust the frame left or right and up 
and down if required to ensure both sets of shutters meet equally.   

Using clamps to hold the shutters and packers between the tiers can help. 

An extra pair of hands while fitting will be useful.  Extra holes can be drilled in the frame, in line with the split height. 
This makes it easier to line up the shutters at the their central meeting point by moving the frame in or out. 

Panel feet can be fitted underneath the top set of shutters to help line them up with the bottom set.

Design: Half height

If you are fitting a 3 sided frame (no top frame) you may need an extra pair of hands to help you lift and support the 
frame while fitting.   

When there is no top section, the frame will be unstable until it is fixed to the window, so lift with care and keep the 
mitres square, do not twist them. 

You still require a 5mm shadow gap down each side and along the bottom, the shutters will be flush with the top of 
the frame. 

If your window is twisted you may need to adjust the hinges or pack out the back of the frame to help align the 
shutters where they meet as there will not be any top magnets. (View tips.) 

When fitting on your own use some small clamps to keep the shutters together and level in the centre while lining 
up the frame with the window. 
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